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Let a,<&<...
be a sequence of positive integers, and suppose that
Such sequences, called B,
the suma czi+lzi (where i ,<j) are all different.
sequences by Sidont,
occur in the theory of Fourier
series.
Suppose
that n is given, and that oz < n < aX+r ; the question was raised by Sidon
how large 2 can be ; that is, how many terms not exceeding n a J3, sequence
can have.
Put x = d(n), and denote by Q(n) the maximum
of 4(n) for
given n. Sidon observed that Q(n)-> en*, where c ia a positive constant.
In the present note we prove that

for any positive
E and all n > no(E). In the opposite direction,
that Q(n) < d(2n)+l
[for the numbers ~+--a~, where 1 <j <i
all be different,
whence @(z-l)
<n--l].
We prove that

for any positive

c and all n > n,(E).

it is clear
< 5, must

Thus

It is very likely that lim @(n)/y’lz exists, but this we have not been able
to prove.
We also prove the following
result:
let j(n) denote the number of
representations
of n as ai+aj, where the CL’Sare an arbitrary
sequence of
positive integers;
then it is impossible that f(n) should be constant for
all n>n,.
I. Let p be a prime,
a,=

and let

2pk+(k”)

for

k=

1, 2, . . .. (p-l),
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where (ka) denotes the unique integer u satisfying k2= u (mod ,rp),
1 < N <p- 1. Clearly the a’s are all less than 2rp2. We show that
11)

cEI+a, # ak+ai
If (1) does not hold, we clearly

if the pairs (i, j) and (k, E) are different.
have
(2)

i+j = k+Z,

i2+j2=

k2+12 (mod p),

and hence i--k = Z-j, ia- k2 = Z2-j2 (mod p). Thus either i--k = l-j = 0,
or i+k= E+j (modp).
In the latter case, it follows from (2) that
iz 2 (mod p) and k E j (mod p), whence i = 1 and k = j, and the pairs
(i, j) and (k, I) are not different.
Since the a’s satisfy (l.), we have @(29~~)> p- 1; and, since the
quotient of consecutive primes tends to 1, it follows that

II. Let a,<a,<
. . . < az <n be positive integers such that the sums
Let 112be a positive integer less than n,
ai+a, (i ,<j) are all different.
and consider the intervals
t-m-t-1,

I),

I-m+%

q,

a**, (n, w-m).

Let A, denote the number of u’s in the interval
each % occurs in exactly m intervals, we have
9n-l-n

-m+u

<ai < u.

Since

2 AU=mx.

u=l

The number of pairs G,.,ai (j > i) which lie in the above interval is
+A,{A,-

1).

The total number of these is
na-kn
x bWL---l),
u=1

and, by an elementary

inequality,

this is greater than or equal to

For any such pair, aj-ai is an integer r satisfying 1 <r < m- 1, and
to each value of T there corresponds at most one such pair, since the
The pair which corresponds to r occure
numbers as-a, are all different.
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Hence the total number 6f pairs is less

in exactly TW--T of the intervals.
than or equal to
m-1

c (m-r)

= @+n-

1).

r=l

Comparing these results, we have
+Tm(mx-m-n)
whence

< ~WI(m--l)(m+n),

x(ms-272)

< m(m+?a),

This proves the second
Taking m = [&I, we obtain x < n++O(nt).
result.
It is easy to see that, for every in$&e B, sequence, l&r/(n)/dn
= 0.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to give an example of a B, sequence
with lim #(n)/+
> 0.
III. Let e1, a2, . . . be an arbitrary sequence of positive integers, and
suppose that f(n) = k for 122 n,, where f(n) denotes the number of representations of n as ai++
Clearly 4(n) = o(n). For, if not, there would
be arbitrarily large values of n for which the number of pairs aft, L-J,both
less than n would be greater than cn2, and so there would be a number
m < 2n for which f(sn) > cn2/2n, which is contrary to hypothesis.
Therefore, by Fabry’s gap theorem, the power series
circle as its natural

(4)

boundary.

i=l

zai has the unit

But

( 2 ZQ;
)2=-Blf(n)z~=~(Z)+~z,
i=l

where I,+) is a polynomial of degree not exceeding n,- 1. Clearly (4)
gives a continuation of E z~’ over the whole plane as an algebraic function,
which is an obvious contradiction.
This proves the result.
It would be of interest to have an elementary proof of this result,
but we have not succeeded in finding one. Perhaps the following conjectures on the behaviour of f(n) may be of some interest.
(1) It is impossible that
g j(m) = cn+O(l),

m=l

where c is a constant.
not to be even O(n*).

If, for example, a, =9,

the error term is known
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(2) If f(a) > o for n > rt,,, then hm f(n) = CD. Here we may mention
that the corresponding result for g(n), the number of representation8 of
n as ai a,, can be proved*.
The University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Budapsst, Hungary.

* The proof is similar to that wed
bnf is considerably
mom complicated.
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